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MANAGE ASSETS ANYWHERE

TRACK VEHICLES, CASH AND ASSETS ANYWHERE
CashTrack™ lets you monitor, follow and manage your assets anywhere. Developed specifically for the cash 
security industry, the CashTrack service enables security managers, tracking teams and the police to monitor the 
location of high value assets all of the time. 

Simple to use and convenient, CashTrack is a smart and secure asset monitoring solution. With true global 
coverage, multiple languages, desktop and mobile versions and a global GSM partner, CashTrack offers a cost 
effective and comprehensive service for monitoring your assets. 

CashTrack can be used to control and monitor the Spinnaker iBox, Cash In Transit vehicles, ATMs or almost any 
other third party device. Using proprietary X-Talk™ technology, CashTrack devices can communicate with one 
another and authorised users through the mobile app or desktop. 

X-TALK
X-Talk enables vehicles and iBoxes to communicate with one another; and permits features such as remote 
opening, remote activation and more. 

X-Talk communication technology means that CashTrack equipped vehicles can generate lists of which CashTrack 
devices they are carrying and their status.

If an item has to be removed at short notice, it can be replaced, or stored securely and CashTrack will identify, 
locate and store the new location of the item. 

THE VALUE 
Simplified fleet management  - manage multiple asset types with a single application.. 

Convenient - the CashTrack service can be accessed from desktop or mobile devices. 

Efficient - reduce the amount of time spent managing your vehicle fleet and deliveries.

Available - OnPoint™, multi-layered geolocation technologies.  

Secure - hardware and software developed to meet highest possible industry standards.

Simple - easy installation and user setup. 

Control and monitor vehicles, iBoxes, ATMs, safes and other assets 
from a single application.



HARDWARE

4G ready

Anti-jamming capability

Accelerometer and temperature sensors

Vehicle alarm connectivity 

Vehicle and portable panic features

TRACKING & RECOVERY 

Multi-layered geolocation technologies - OnPoint™

Vehicle communication with iBox - X-Talk™

GLONASS, GPS and Galileo satellites

Leading global GSM network partner 

Pinpoint recovery technology

SOFTWARE

Desktop, mobile and tablet compatible 

Flexible multi-device intercommunication

Unique control centre capability

Multiple languages

Versatile operating features

COMMUNICATION, EFFICIENCY & SECURITY

X-TALK WITH iBox 
Cash in transit vehicles and  CashTrack equipped iBoxes (or other devices) are capable of communicating with one 
another and responding to user instructions. 

MANAGEMENT 
Instantly identify which iBoxes are loaded onto which cash in transit vehicle by interrogating the vehicle’s 
CashTrack device. The service identifies each iBox as soon as it is loaded onto the vehicle, reducing the time spent  
checking which iBoxes are on every vehicle and freeing up time for other operational activities. 

TRACKING
If an iBox is stolen, the user can instantly check the automatically generated list of iBoxes for a vehicle, see which 
iBox is missing and begin tracking it immediately.  iBoxes can be activated remotely, if the vehicle tracker enters 
alarm mode. 

SECURITY
Security updates can be sent to the iBoxes remotely.

EFFICIENCY
X-Talk enables the iBox CashTrack device to enter low power mode on the vehicle, prolonging battery life.



FEATURE ADVANTAGE BENEFIT

ACCURACY
Unique tracking technology.

Global network partner.  

OnPoint (TM) technology increases robustness of tracking 
coverage

Reliable GSM ‘backbone’ to service. Accuracy and uptime.

SAFETY
Strong branding acts as a deterrent to would-be criminals.

Can be installed in almost any asset.

Minimises loss of productivity from external crime. 

Protects multiple asset types using a single solution.

SECURITY
Integrated vehicle and iBox solution.

GSM,GPS,GLONASS (GNSS) and RF tracking.

Remote activation and remote opening capability

Height and XY tracking of asset accurate to 2m.  
Global coverage.

SIMPLICITY
Automated functionality.

No special training required for customer,  
or law enforcement.

Short install and set up time.

Any authorised staff member or law enforcement  
officer can use software.

RELIABILITY
Proven reliability backed up by a service agreement.  

Frequent system health checking and notifications. 

Existing product with established support.

Minimises risk of service downtime.

MANAGEMENT
Remotely configurable software parameters.

Remote event logging.

Easy updating and profiling of assets.

Asset not required to review past activities. Time saving. 

EFFICIENCY
See the location of all assets, instantly from a single 
location.  

Save time managing assets across vehicle fleets. 

BENEFITS

iBox 
VOLUME CASH PROTECTION

Secure CIT collections

Reduce risk for crew and customer

Strong criminal deterrent

BLOODHOUND SSC 
1000mph LAND SPEED RECORD

Spinnaker is a technology partner 
of the Bloodhound engineering 
project, providing vehicle tracking 
services for the Bloodhound SSC 
and the support vehicle fleet 
for the world land speed record 
attempt. 

CASHTRACK 
TELEMATICS

Reduce fleet costs

Optimise scheduling

Lower emissions

Reduce fuel costs
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